The company story
The GSP Mint facility was established as part of the parent company GSP Refinery. GSP
Refinery was launched to process and refine pressure metals - mainly the platinum-group
of metals. At the beginning, the company was trying to find their competitive edge
recovering and selling pressure metals. Their main product were investment bullion bars
but the owners wanted to launch a new, original product that they could offer to their
investors. After some consideration, they decided to manufacture their own unique, high
quality medals. They grouped together with talented designer Derek van der Hollen and
in short period of time managed to set up a fully functional mint production with the latest
technology to produce the medals from start to finish. Thanks to the close cooperation
between the designer Derek van der Hollen and the technologist Roman Diviš, they were
able to make unique medals that have been sold to buyers around the world. The company
is proud of the successes that they managed to accomplish in record-breaking time. GSP
Mint is one of a few mints worldwide that has successfully made large medals that
measure 250 millimetres in diameter.
GSP Mint and Derek van der Hollen opened a special gallery that features documented
history of the company, their approach to design and technology in producing numismatic
coins.
GSP Mint is the proud producer and seller of investment gold with 80kgs investment gold
sold in the last year. Despite the company's size and small number of employees, it has
gained a good position in this competitive market.
At the moment the company has 7 employees.
The head of technology and production is Roman Diviš.
The head of sales and statutory director is Antonín Biberle.

You can find more about the company production plan for 2017 here:
http://eshop.gsp-mincovna.cz/en/content/8-issue-plan

Aditional information about the company can be found here:
www.gspmincovna.as
www.hooff.cz
https://www.facebook.com/GSPMincovna/?fref=ts
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